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Cranberry Bourbon Manicure/Pedicure - Mani $35/Pedi $75
Give soles and hands some TLC this holiday season — they 
deserve it. We begin this treatment with a vitamin E and 
coconut oil - in fused soak. Next, a bourbon-infused scrub 
whisks the dry and rough away, so a creamy honey glaze 
serum can soak and replenish skin with hydration.  Even 
Old Man Winter will be jealous! We end with a sultry, warm 
botanical oil massage, with a delicate dash of Madagascar 
vanilla and Texas distilled bourbon.

Vanilla Bourbon Marshmallow Massage - $165
Inhale and now exhale deeply. This body massage eases 
muscle tension with a Vanilla Bourbon Body Oil sweeping 
over parched skin on legs, arms and shoulders. Warm up with 
a toasty body pack and neck pillow to melt your stresses 
away. Indulge in delight with a scrumptious layer of love for 
heels and toes with a Texas wildfl ower honey-based serum. 
We fi nish by sealing in this newfound softness with a shea 
and cocoa butter body balm scented with light notes of 
natural Tonka bean and sandalwood.

A Touch of Bourbon Hydrating Facial - $165
Put your most radiant face forward — this renewing facial 
treatment is here to help! We begin with a touch of bourbon, 
gentle pre-cleanse to remove any makeup, while also 
prepping complexion for a green tea extract milk cleanser. 
After a time erasing exfoliation, skin is painted with a 
nourishing organic, probiotic coconut milk mask to balance, 
hydrate, and soften complexion. Next, we apply a rose water 
and Aronia berry extract tonic to pores. Our favorite part? 
It may just be the organic fi g and cocoa vitamin serum that 
is painted on after your facial polish. This recovery serum 
replenishes complexion with vitamins A, E & K, and helps 
hydrate and improve skin’s elasticity with dreamy, creamy 
Texas wildfl ower honey. We end with our eye-fi rming serum, 
to last you before your next round.




